


Dynamic Mapping Service API
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Use Case: Dynamic Mapping Service

Any Source data Convert Output

Step 1: Create a dynamic process that can take any source data, executes the appropriate 

Mapping to convert or transform the source into the desired output.
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Step 2: Wrap this service into a REST API that can be called by applications automatically.

App 1 Call API App 2



Step 1: Create a dynamic process (example 1)  

Refer to the Use Case video on how to build the process flow.

Here’s an example of a dynamic process template. 
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Step 1: Create a dynamic process (example 2) 

Refer to the Use Case video on how to build the process flow.

We can add Error Handling steps after the gateway and make the process extensible 

as per your business needs.

Base process with error handling
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Overriding the Activity IDs in process flow
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Put-Context-Var allows activity IDs to be

overridden at run-time. In this flow it is

overriding the “template” schema and mapping

placeholder activities with actual activity IDs 

passed from the Web Service request.



Gateway condition to check errors

Check if varError

is true.
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Context Source properties and multiple stream
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Template Map multiple stream option
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Two output streams in the Mapping

In the template and the actual map name the two output streams as ‘output’ and ‘error’
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Context variable in actual Mapping

Set context variable with value as true. Use for each and apply any error rule on this schema’s 

record node that would result in this error schema to be populated by error records at run-time.
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Step 2: Publish the dynamic process as a REST API

Select the Dynamic

Process flow
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Process flow



Step 2: Publish the dynamic process as a REST API

After saving the Provider go to Manage page and click on the View to see the REST endpoint.

Now use this endpoint in your client application to pass the payload and the Activity IDs and

get the mapping results.
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Running the Mapping Service API: Request

Schema type, Mapping and

Schema IDs in the Headers
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Sending Request data in Text



Running the Mapping Service API: Response

Request triggers the Mapping Service

and sends the mapping result back as a 

response.
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Receiving Response data in XML



Thank you!
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